
DVD or VIDEO
AVAILABLE

MODEL 
NUMBER

NUMBER OF 
DRUMS

CAPACITY
(POUNDS)

OVERALL SIZE
(W x L x H) 

NET WT.
(POUNDS)

FMDL-1� 1 1,000 26½" x 46½" x 29" 240
FMDL-2� 2 2,000 42" x 49½" x 29" 340

MODEL 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

OVERALL SIZE
(W x L x H)

NET WT.
(LBS)

DFDL-3� DELUXE COMBO DRUM LIFTER 26½” x 52” x 30” 313

MODEL 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

CAPACITY
(POUNDS)

OVERALL SIZE
(W x L x H) 

NET WT.
(POUNDS)

FPDL-8-L� BOTTOM GRIP 800 26½" x 56½" x 23" 160
FPDL-11-H� TOP GRIP 1,100 26½" x 48½" x 23" 185

MODEL
NUMBER

ACCEPTABLE
DRUM TYPES

CAPACITY
(POUNDS

OVERALL SIZE
( W x L x H)

NET WT.
(POUNDS)

FMDL-850* (1) STEEL, POLY OR FIBER 750 31" x 34" x 35" 160
FMDL-1500 (1) STEEL, POLY OR FIBER 1,500 33" x 47" x 37" 340
FMDL-2000 (1) STEEL, POLY OR FIBER 2,000 33" x 47" x 37" 366
FMDDL-1700* (2) STEEL, POLY OR FIBER 1,500 38" x 34" x 35" 207
FMDDL-3000 (2) STEEL, POLY OR FIBER 3,000 33" x 47" x 37" 430
FMDDL-4000 (2) STEEL, POLY OR FIBER 4,000 33" x 47" x 37" 483

* LIGHT-DUTY UNIT TO HANDLE 100 OR FEWER DRUMS PER MONTH
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Automatic Eagle Beak™ Drum Lifters
This time tested and proven design allows a fork truck operator to easily secure, move, and 
release drums without leaving the seat of the fork truck. For use with open and closed head 30 
and 55-gallon plastic, steel and fiber drums with a top lip strong enough to support the weight 
of the drum. Choose single-drum or double-drum configuration. Includes safety chain and 
T-locks to secure unit to the fork truck. Welded steel construction. Powder coat finish. Fork 
pockets measure 6½" wide x 2½" high usable.

Deluxe Combination Fork Mounted Drum Lifter
Deluxe Combination Fork Mounted Drum Lifter includes attachments to lift any type 
of drum; 30 and 55-gallon, steel, plastic, fiber, and open or closed head drums. Includes 
single Eagle Beak™ unit and both bottom and top lip Poly Drum Lifters. Capacity will vary 
depending upon which attachment you are using. Fork pockets have an inside measurement 
of 6½" wide by 2½" high. Includes safety chain and T-locks for securing unit to fork truck. 
Welded steel construction. Powder coat finish.

Fork Mounted Poly Drum Handlers
These easy to use plastic drum handlers are designed to handle odd-shaped plastic drums. 
Includes safety chain and T-locks for securing unit to the fork truck. Durable powder coat finish.

Model FPDL-8-L has adjustable arms that are designed to fit 55-gallon round bottom plastic 
drums. Low drum attachment point allows for use with both open and closed head drums.
Model FPDL-11-H is a top lip plastic drum lifter for use with 30 and 55-gallon plastic closed 
head drums. 6½" wide x 2½" high usable fork tubes on 19½" centers. High drum attachment 
point for use with top lip at least 3/16" high. Will also work with steel and fiber drums.

model FMDL-2

model FMDL-1

model FPDL-8-L

model FPDL-11-H

Fork Mounted Drum Lifters
Fork truck attachments utilize a light duty single automatic clamping mechanism for handling
any size steel or plastic chimed drum. Scales available, contact factory.

Model FMDL-850 is a knockdown unit that bolts together. Fork pockets and safety chain 
provide quick and easy installation.

Model FMDDL-1700 attaches to the carriage of most fork trucks and walkie stackers. 

The following are fork mounted drum lifters that enable fork truck operators to install or 
remove the attachment in seconds without any tools. Totally enclosed fork pockets with 
attached safety chain and cam lock secures the attachment to the fork truck. 

FMDL-1500 & FMDDL-3000 - Fork truck attachments utilize a heavy-duty single automatic 
clamping mechanism for handling steel, fiber, and plastic chimed drums in high volume applications. 

Models FMDL-2000 & FMDDL-4000 feature heavy-duty double articulating clamping 
mechanisms for handling any steel, plastic, or fiber chimed drums in high volume applications. 
Each drum is gripped with two upper and lower jaws in heads that are spaced about 6 inches apart.

model FMDL-1500model FMDL-850

model FMDL-2000model FMDDL-3000

model FMDDL-4000


